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Who?
Liberty Screening Services, of course. With more than 15 years of industry-related experience and 
the ability to enhance your company s management and human resources needs, there is no one else.

What?
Liberty offers high-tech applicant screening services that are accurate, comprehensive and cost-effective.

LISA — Liberty Interactive Screening Application
The company s proprietary web-based, software program offers comprehensive, real-time, systematic
e-mail updates, customized federally compliant screening reports and summaries as well as 
management reports online. LISA keeps the client informed through every step in the screening process.

Adding LISA to other services like pre-employment applicant background screening, pre-employment 
and random drug testing, assessment testing, online applications, IT consulting and more, makes 
Liberty your first line of defense in identifying the best candidates to represent your company and 
your image.

When?
Liberty s LISA program is a web-based service that operates in real-time and begins your requested 
screenings as soon as the information is input. There are no delays, no holding time. When you give 
us the information, we go to work.

Where?
Liberty has operations and services that are accessible across the country and around the world. 
We are based in Houston, Texas but have a network of facilities and analysis labs that put us 
anywhere and everywhere. We are wherever you need us to be.

How?
Liberty is able to offer such professional and comprehensive services because we have a 
staff of technical and security experts in the areas of human resources, personnel placement, 
business management and private investigation.

Why?
Screening potential candidates is critical to any successful company. Choosing Liberty Screening 
Services is the first step in answering all your questions, because at Liberty, We know the answer.

Call or visit our website for all the answers.  • 713-980-1751 or toll free 1-888-961-9990  • www.libertyscreening.com

There are many pertinent questions to ask when making a hiring decision
for your company. Questions that Liberty Screening Services can answer.
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